Computer Control High Speed Slitting Machine

Usage
This machine can used to slit cellophane, self-adhesive paper, Al foil, paper.
Features
 Main control: PLC from Japanese Mitsubishi and man-machine interface of Beijing MCGS,
with automatic stop of meter counting, automatic detection of remaining amount, automatic
adjustment of linear speed;
 Wallboard: steel plate with thickness of 60mm aging treatment, selected CNC machining center
for processing, to ensure the precision of the size;
 Rewinding structure: adopts cantilever type with unloading tower device, 1 set of upper and
lower shaft motor pushing mechanism, equipped with 2 pieces of 3 inch tile type air shafts and 2
pieces of 6 inch ball type air differential slip shafts;
 Unloading tower device: the width of the upper and lower shafts is 1000mm, pneumatic locking,
hydraulic rotation of 90 degrees, again hydraulic rotation of 90 degrees, motor rotation, manual
packaging, convenient for unloading;
 Rewinding tension: adopts 2*4.4KW Yaskawa servo motor and Mitsubishi PLC are used for
joint control, with pre-tension system and fully automatic taper tension control;
 Laser knife device on rewinding, equipped with 10 laser heads;
 Unwinding structure: adopts shaftless unwinding device, the material width is 350-1300mm,
hydraulic lifting, with 3 inches and 6 inches mechanical clamp;
 Unwinding tension: adopts 300NM pneumatic friction brake, Japan SMC electronically
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controlled proportional valve and Mitsubishi PLC are used for joint control. It has a pre-tension
system and automatic taper tension control;
Main motor: 7.5KW Yaskawa servo motor and Mitsubishi PLC control;
Web-guiding: 1 set of high-precision ultrasonic electric eye and edge correction system of
Taiwan Pausource;
Execution and locking: adopts pneumatic method;
Traction: S-type traction roller set, rubber pressure roller, pneumatic control with hardness 60-65
degrees;
Low-voltage electrical appliances: domestic famous brand and imported brand;
Cutting method:
1) Swing pressure straight knife slitting system, pneumatically controlled lifting, knife slot
width of 1mm, 1 grid, edge width of 1mm, 1 grid, equipped with 20 sets of movable
straight knife holder, movable knife holder, removable knife holder, convenient
operation;
2) mechanical air knife cutting system, equipped with 20 sets of mechanical knife holder,
the lower knife shaft adopts air expansion type, which is convenient for knife
adjustment.
The rewinding pressure roller adopts surface constant pressure system and is equipped with a
material receiving pressure roller, which is convenient for changing the roll;
Equipped with a set of source static eliminator

Technical specification
Model
Material
Max unwinding width
Min slitting width
Mechanical speed
Slitting speed

DFQ-1300S
12u-100um roll material
1300mm
35 mm
450m/min
200-400m/min (according to the material and working process)

Unwinding diameter

￠1200mm

Unwinding locking
Rewinding diameter
Rewinding locking
Main motor
Rewinding motor
Rewinding tension
Edge material processing

￠3"、￠6" mechanical clamp (shaftless unwinding)
2*￠600mm
￠3" Tile type air shaft, ￠6" ball type differential slip shaft
7.5kw servo motor
2*4.4KW servo motor
300NM pneumatic friction brake
2.2KW high pressure fan (negative pressure suction)

Transmission method

Synchronous belt

Guide roller

Rewinding:

￠ 100*1350 mm, HV700 Hard aluminum alloy
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Mechanical structure

aluminum roll;
Unwinding: ￠ 100*1400 mm, HV700 Hard aluminum alloy
aluminum roll
60mm steel plate

Web-guiding range

150mm (error±0.5mm)

Power

About 22kw; AC380V/3phase/5wires

Machine weight

5000KG

Machine dimension

4000mm*3000*2100mm

Parts Origin
Name
PLC Controller
Colorful touch screen
Module
Motor
Web-guiding controller
Pneumatic parts
Rolling elements
Mechanical clamp
Tile type inflation shaft
Ball type differential slip shaft
Pneumatic friction brake
Synchronous belt
Cork stickers
Precision pressure regulator
Electronically controlled proportional valve
Hydraulic station

Model/specification
10’’
Servo motor
LPC
C3 (power type)
￠3″￠6″
￠3″
￠6″
300NM

Brand
Mitsubishi, Japan
MCGS, Beijing
Mitsubishi, Japan
Yaskawa, Japan
Pausource
Airtac
NSK, Japan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Italy
Sino-US joint
Germany
SMC, Japan
SMC, Japan
Zhejiang, China
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